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MEMBER STUDENT  

EVALUATIONS GUIDE 

Evaluations are tracked after every lesson to monitor student progress 

in a variety of different learning areas comprised of safety, physical 

skills, and knowledge. Evaluations help our teachers make appropriate lesson plans for each student based 

on their skill development, help parents see what skills their student is working on, and determine when a 

student has met the benchmarks required for certain programs. At H2O we do not pass or fail students 

based on their evaluations. Instead we use a progression scale to advance students at their own rate. At 

H2O Academy, we use our very own AQUA-Lit™ Curriculum ©. AQUA-Lit™ is H2O Academy’s  proprietary 

curriculum that focuses on teaching fundamental aquatic skills through building physical literacy. Our       

students are evaluated on fundamental aquatic skills directly from our curriculum and are rated from  1-4 on 

each skill based on their confidence, competence and understanding- the 3 main aspects of physical literacy.  

A rating  of “1” on an        

evaluation means that the 

student is not ready for this 

skill. The student does not 

meet the physical             

competence, confidence 

and/or understanding to 

perform this skill. 

A rating  of “2” on an       

evaluation means that the 

student is working on this 

skill and that it is               

appropriate for their current 

skill level. At this stage, they 

are working on building   

confidence, competence and 

understanding in this skill.  

A rating  of “3” on an       

evaluation means that the 

student has mastered most 

aspects of the skill. The    

student can confidently    

perform the skill and shows 

understanding most of the 

time. 

A rating  of “4” on an       

evaluation means that the 

student can confidently,  

perform the skill with       

consistency and with little               

explanation or guidance.  

A student must have a “3” or “4” rating on an evaluation before moving onto the next skill in that     

specific learning area.  

Evaluations are made public for H2O members to view before registration for the next term begins. Dates 

vary based on the seasonal calendar and length of the term, please subscribe to our emails and social media 

for specific dates each term. When an evaluation is made public, you will be able to view your student’s   

evaluations and class recommendations from your Uplifter member account. Please see the next pages for 

step by step instructions on where to find your student’s evaluations, class recommendations and         

benchmarks on Uplifter. 
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Your name 

email Click on the “Students” tab for 

a list of your students 

 

Once in the “Students” tab, select the student 

who’s evaluations you’d like to view 

From the child’s profile, click 

the “Evaluations” tab  

Select an evaluation from 

the drop down menu 

 

 

From the drop down menu, select any evaluations you’d like to 

view such as “Kicking” or select “Class Recommendations” to view 

what class your student should be registered for in the following 

term. You may also select “Summarized By Program” to view   

everything your student has worked on over the full term. 
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Please note that a student must meet ALL of the required benchmarks associated with their age group to be 

able to register for a Shark class in the following term. If a student is missing any of these benchmarks, they 

will only be able to register for the Splash program associated with their age group. If a member tries to   

register their student for a Shark program who does not meet the benchmarks, an error message will        

appear, preventing them from adding that class to their cart. 

From the “Benchmarks” tab, you can 

see if your student has met any of 

the Shark Benchmarks required to 

register for a Shark class 

Be sure to check out the different 

views to see which benchmarks your 

student has completed 

Last but not least, head to the “Message 

Board” tab to see a nice message from your 

student’s teacher at the end of the term! 

 

Evaluations are made available for parents to view until the end of our registration period. Once the next 

term has started for the following season, student evaluations will be made private again for our teachers to 

accurately evaluate each student throughout the term. These evaluations will re-open to H2O members   

before the following term, along with any previous evaluations. For example, if your student swam in the 

Winter Term, but did not swim in the Spring Term, you will still be able to see your student’s Winter Term 

evaluation before and during the Summer Term registration period. Alternatively, if your student swam in 

the Winter Term & Spring Term, you will be able to view both evaluations before Summer Term registration 

begins.  

We hope that this guide assists our valued H2O members in understanding our unique evaluation process, 

and helps make the registration process easier for everyone! Thank you for swimming with H2O Academy 

this term! 


